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Andean Democracies: coming late to the party?*

Marcelo Coutinho

ABSTRACT
After a centuries-long history of oligarchical, populist, and authoritarian institutionality, in
recent decades South America has begun the transition to a liberal democratic state model. This
new state model harbors the contradiction of being both more democratic and less capable. In
other words, it allows public participation and dissent but has less ability to respond, a role that
has been largely transferred to the market, which has become globalized and more complex
while experiencing difficulties in meeting social demands. The tension between democracy and
economic limitations, combined with endogenous institutional problems, has sustained a climate
of permanent political instability in parts of South America, reproducing fragmentations and
conflicts, which are the focus of this study, a comparative analysis of five Andean countries:
Bolivia, Peru, Ecuador, Colombia, and Venezuela.
Key words: Andean countries; political instability; social fragmentation.

INTRODUCTION
This article intends to examine the socio-economic and political conditions of Andean countries
at the turn of the century, seeking to explain the political instability that characterized this part
of South America at that time. The initial assumption is that the answer for the institutional
crises lies in a fundamental contradiction facing contemporary Andean states which, on
becoming the main source of dissatisfaction for broad sectors of society with substantive
democratic performance, generates a range of disaggregating behaviours.
One aspect which stands out, and is shared by the cases examined, is social fragmentation. This
is manifested in different forms and at different levels, from civil war in Colombia, through the
divisions of Venezuelan society, to conflict involving traditional populations, regions and trade
unions in Bolivia, Ecuador, and Peru. However, what all these manifestations have in common
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is a structural fracturing provoked by intense hostilities between political and social groups,
which frequently lead to violence.
In spite of differences from one case to another, to some degree the whole Andean region
suffers from an institutional imbalance brought about by the polarization of forces, leading to
periodic crises, weakened governments, intensification of regimes, and lack of clear rules of
sociability – in short, an environment of permanent intranquility and tension that hampers
democratic order at the very same time that it reveals its centrality.
This critical state in which the Andes live, which standardizes them without eliminating their
specificities, needs to be analyzed first in the context of growing worldwide democratization
and economic liberalization since the last decades of the 20th century. The Andean countries
may be the clearest expression in this period of the contradiction between people’s freedom to
participate and criticize, and the difficulty in meeting their demands in an era of diminished
autonomy for the nation-state. In other words, having been through the oligarchical state, the
populist state, and several variations of authoritarian and plutocratic states, Latin America has
transitioned in recent decades to a liberal democratic state. This new model contains a basic
incoherence, because democratization of the state occurs precisely when it cannot be, or has
given up trying to be, an instrument of social-structural change. It is the state itself which enter a
crisis and period of reform in the 1980s and 1990s. The asymmetry of the social structures is
preserved.
The novelty this time is that growing popular movements cannot simply be ignored or repressed
without major consequences. The contradiction of the new state consists in being more
democratic in allowing participation and public opposition (using Dahl’s axes [1971]), but with
fewer means of satisfying them because they have been largely transferred to the market, which
has become globalized, more complex and slow to demonstrate positive results.
An overview, however, may give the false impression that the Andes are a homogeneous bloc,
which is not the case. Each country has its own political process, even if they share similarities
which allow them to be examined together from a certain angle. Their specificities, as well as
their common components of instability and government, will be studied in more detail in three
parts of this article. The first two parts refer to socio-economic conditions, and the third deals
with conflicts and political institutions, followed by some conclusions. It is important to note
that the division of socio-economic conditions into two sections follows a preliminary criterion
which is sometimes present, albeit distortedly, in public debate: a distinction between
developmentalist and liberal variables.
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SOCIO-ECONOMIC CONDITIONS: “DEVELOPMENTALIST” VARIABLES

The first years of the new century are a repetition of the region’s centuries-old social and
economic difficulties. In the post-democratic-transition period, we see modest and very
oscillating economic growth (cf. Table 1). The average between 1980 and 2005, with the last
figure being only an estimate, was of just over 2.2%. Colombia had the best performance (3.0%)
and Venezuela the worst (1.3%). There are years of negative growth (1982, 1983, 1989, and
1999) and only in five years did the region grow by over 4% (1986, 1991, 1994, 1995, and
2004).
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Table 1
Economic Growth -- 1980-2005
(% of Gross Domestic Product -- GDP)
198019811982 1983 19841985198619871988 1989 1990199119921993199419951996199719981999200020012002200320042005Average
2.0
Bolivia -1.4 0.3 -3,9 -4.0 -0.2 -1.7 -2.6 2.5 2.9 3.8 4.6 5.3 1.6 4.3 4.7 4.7 4.4 5.0 5.0 0.4 2.3 1.5 2.8 2.4 3.8 4.0
3.0
Colombia 4.1 2.3 0.9 1.6 3.4 3.1 5.8 5.4 4.1 3.4 6.0 2.3 5.0 2.4 5.8 5.2 2.1 3.4 0.6 -4.2 2.9 1.4 1.6 4.1 3.3 3.0
2.5
Ecuador 4.4 3.4 -0.6 -2.5 3.8 2.9 4.1 -2.1 8.4 1.0 2.7 5.2 1.5 0.3 4.7 1.8 2.4 4.1 2.1 -6.3 2.8 5.1 3.4 2.3 6.3 3.5
3.1 7.2 -0.6 -11.8 5.2 2.8 10.0 8.0 -8.7 -11.7 -5.1 2.2 -0.4 4.8 12.8 8.6 2.5 6.8 -0.6 0.9 2.8 0.3 4.9 3.8 4.6 4.0
2.2
Peru
1.3
Venezuela -4.4 -0.4 -2.1 -3.8 1.4 0.2 6.5 3.5 5.8 -8.6 6.5 9.7 6.1 0.3 -2.3 4.0 -0.2 6.4 0.2 -6.1 3.2 2.8 -8.9 -9.7 18.0 5.0
1.2 2.6 -1.3 -4.1 2.7 1.5 4.8 3.5 2.5 -2.4 2.9 4.9 2.8 2.4 5.1 4.9 2.2 5.1 1.5 -3.1 2.8 2.2 0.8 0.6 7.2 3.9
2.2
Region
Source: World Bank (2004).

Examining the cases separately, one can observe that the 1990s were not so bad for Bolivia. It
grew most of the time over 4%, with the GDP falling only in 1999, but soon recovering in the
following years, even if with less intensity. The 1980s were without a doubt the worst years for
that country. As a result, the historical data-set shows a certain positive tendency, but with a
ceiling of 5.3% (1991) and a low general average of 2.0%.
Colombia, however, always had positive growth until 1999. Until that year, when it displayed a
strong negative growth of -4.2%, it had grown by close to zero only in 1982 and 1998. Its best
years were from 1986 to 1995, reaching a peak in 1990 when it grew by 6.0% of GDP. It thus
has the best individual performance of all Andean countries in this indicator.
Ecuador had its best moment at the turn of the 1980s to the 1990s, when GDP grew the fastest
(8.4%). It had another good performance after the 1999 crisis in which it shrank by 6.3%. This,
by the way, was a bad year for all Andean countries, plunged into a recession similar to that of
the second and third years of the 1980s. Ecuador has had the best general performance of the
last few years, even better than Colombia.
Peru has been one of the most unstable countries in its growth. Twice in the 1980s it shrank by
almost 12% (1983 and 1989), the worst in the whole region. On the other hand, it grew by
12.8% in 1994, the second highest for the Andean data-set. Moments of great prosperity were
followed by profound crises. In the last four years it has displayed a relatively positive growth,
with an upward tendency, even if more modest than in the periods from 1984 to 1987 and 1993
to 1997.
Venezuelan growth was one of the most unstable in the region, together with Peru, as
highlighted by the highest individual leap (18%) in 2004. This record growth was largely due to
a strong recovery from the crisis of 2002 and 2003 when the country shrank at rates of 9%, the
worst Andean performance and comparable only to the Peruvian crisis of the late 1980s, when
Venezuela also went through a bad patch. It thus remains impossible to detect any trend for the
country, even if one looks only at the most recent years, except the trend to continuing radical
oscillations.
Table 2
Unemployment 1990-2004
(Urban Open Unemployment – Average Annual Rates)
1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002
7.2 5.9 5.5 5.9 3.1 3.6 4.0 4.3 4.1 7.2 7.5 8.5 8.7
Bolivia
Colombia 10.5 10.2 10.2 8.6 8.9 8.8 11.2 12.4 15.2 19.4 17.3 18.2 17.6
6.1 8.5 8.9 8.3 7.1 6.9 10.4 9.2 11.5 15.1 14.1 10.4 8.6
Ecuador
8.3 6.0 9.4 9.9 8.8 7.1 7.2 8.6 6.9 9.4 7.8 9.2 9.4
Peru
Venezuela 11.0 10.1 8.1 6.8 8.9 10.3 11.8 11.4 11.3 15.0 13.9 13.3 15.9
8.6 8.1 8.4 7.9 7.4 7.3 8.9 9.2 9.8 13.2 12.1 11.9 12.0
Region
Source: ILO (2005), based on information from household surveys in the countries.

2003
9.2
17.3
9.8
9.4
18.0
12.7

2004 Average
9.2
6.3
16.0 13.5
11.1
9.7
9.7
8.5
16.1 12.1
12.4 10.0

Low average economic growth in the Andes accompanies an increase in urban unemployment,
which throughout the data-set is around 10% (cf. Table 2). According to research by the
International Labour Organization (ILO), after a slight fall between 1993 and 1995,
unemployment grew consistently until it surpassed 12% in 2003. This figure was exceeded only
in 1999, when regional unemployment reached its peak (13.2%). Individually, even though it is
the country where the GDP grew most during this period, Colombia has the highest average rate
of unemployment (13.5%), followed by Venezuela (12.1%), which, as we saw above, displayed
the worst economic performance. The lowest average rate of unemployment is Bolivia’s, a mere
6.3%, which is consistent with its relatively good GDP performance throughout the 1990s.
Bolivia not only has the lowest average rates of unemployment but also the second lowest
upward tendency. However, since 2003 unemployment has surpassed 9%, almost reaching Peru
which has the most stable rates in the region, especially in the last few years, of around 9.5%.
Ecuador, which is also a little below the average rate of unemployment, after a few critical years
at the turn of the decade, saw an accentuated fall in these rates in 2001, coming closer to those
of Bolivia and Peru.
Of all countries, it is in Colombia and Venezuela that one can most clearly see significant
growth in unemployment. Both set out in 1990 from a rate of 10.5% to 11%, reaching 16% in
2004, an increase of 5% in 15 years. Ecuador saw a similar rise, but at a much lower level.
Despite huge oscillations, it is possible to say that Colombia at least shows a slight tendency to
improvement after the leap of 19.4% in 1999, the highest unemployment rate of the whole
region.

Table 3
% Urban Population (1980-2004)
1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002
51.2 51.5 50.6 52.6 53.7 55 56.5 52.5 52.5 55.9 56.1 60.6 58.0
Bolivia
Colombia 58.4 59.5 60.8 60.1 60.0 59.9 59.7 59.9 62.2 63.1 63.5 64.2 64.2
52.3 56.8 58.9 57.5 55.6 55.7 55.8 56.6 55.8 56.3 56.8 55.6 54.1
Ecuador
59.6 55.9 57.1 60.1 59.7 62.4 60.4 63.3 65.4 66.9 64.4 67.1 68.5
Peru
Venezuela 59.4 59.8 59.3 57.9 59 61.6 62.2 63.8 65.1 66.3 64.6 66.5 68.7
56.2 56.7 57.3 57.6 57.6 58.9 58.9 59.2 60.2 61.7 61.1 62.8 62.7
Region
Source: ILO (2005), based on information from household surveys in the countries.

2003
60.4
64.5
53.8
67.4
69.1
63

2004 Average
60.4 55.2
62.8 61.5
55.4 55.8
68.0 63.1
68.7 63.5
63.1 59.8

The increase in urban unemployment is also consistent with the average growth of population in
the cities, although there are important variations between countries (cf. Table 3). All Andean
countries are predominantly urban by the beginning of the 1990s. Generally, between 1990 and
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2004, urban population grows at about 7%, reaching a regional average for the data-set of
almost 60%. The most stable figures are from Ecuador, which displays the lowest rate of urban
populational growth among the Andean group. The most accentuated growth occurs in
Venezuela (precisely the country with the largest growth in unemployment) and then in Peru
(where unemployment grows more slowly), where urban populations already surpass two-thirds
of the total. Growth of cities is slower in Colombia (where, however, unemployment has risen
sharply since 1990) and in Bolivia (where unemployment has not increased much).
Table 4
Poverty (1990-2002)
1990 1994 1997
- 62.1
Bolívia
56.1 52.5 50.9
Colombia
62.1 57.9 56.2
Ecuador (urban areas)
- 47.6
Peru
39.8 48.7 48
Venezuela
Source: CEPAL (2006).

1999
60.6
54.9
63.5
48.6
49.4

2002
62.4
51.1
49.0
54.8
48.6

The combination of low economic growth and a rise in unemployment, now significantly more
urban, seems to freeze the Andean social scenario in the last few decades, but produces
uncertain results. In general, the indicators of poverty and social inequality are less periodic and
certain than the indicators already analysed (cf. Tables 4 and 5). But everything, including
analysis of official and international reports, indicates that an enormous social debt remains in
these countries. Poverty is still very high and social inequality remains one of the worst in the
world, like the rest of South America, without signs of consistent and significant improvement
in this respect (except in the last three years). At the most, poverty may have diminished
slightly, while the asymmetries may even have grown in some cases.
Table 5
Social Inequality
(Gini)
1981 1998 1999
44.7
Bolivia
57.6
Colombia
43.7
Ecuador
Peru
55.6 49.1
Venezuela
Source: World Bank (2004).

2000
45.0
49.8
-

According to the Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean – Cepal (2006),
the trend towards improvement in indicators of poverty in 2005 was mainly a consequence of
economic growth in Latin America. In 2004, average growth in these countries was 5.9%, and it
was 4.7% in 2005. The Cepal report argues that economic recovery had a positive impact on
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labor markets and, accordingly, on the decline in poverty, despite the increase in the informal
sector in many countries. Another factor pointed out was the low rate of inflation (8.5% in 2003
and 7.3% in 2004), which had a positive impact on the purchasing power of poorer people.
The poorest country in the Andes continues to be Bolivia, with over 60% of the population in
this condition, followed by Peru, Colombia, Ecuador, and Venezuela. The social situation in
Venezuela worsens in the early 1990s and possibly in the crisis-ridden years of 2002 and 2003.
A preliminary analysis shows a downward trend in Peru the same year but, on the other hand, a
swift fall in poverty in Ecuador and a smaller one in Colombia.
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Table 6
Public Debt (1990-2004)
(in millions of dollars)
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
4,275,0 4,061,3 4,234,7 4,306,9 4,876,6 5,275,0 5,194,7 5,236,6 5,615,6 5,548,5 5,784,8 4,676,4 4,866,9 4,739,0 5,439,0
Bolivia
Colombia 17,222,117,200,817,277,118,941,721,939,625,047,628,899,531,941,433,082,934,424,233,933,636,698,833,852,638,200,038,700,0
Ecuador 12,107,312,459,212,270,814,135,815,060,513,993,614,495,415,418,515,640,216,256,913,717,114,481,216,451,816,585,016,810,0
20,063,920,716,220,343,423,578,326,534,830,859,428,988,329,687,130,542,029,217,428,710,327,645,128,167,129,587,029,790,0
Peru
Venezuela33,170,934,121,637,848,237,539,236,850,735,537,934,489,935,718,037,751,737,575,638,152,234,959,832,562,738,043,033,290,0
Source: World Bank (2004).

1995 1996
67.4 59.0
Bolivia
Colombia 28.5 32.0
Ecuador 61.3 59.4
62.2 60.6
Peru
Venezuela 48.5 48.4
53.6 51.9
Region
Source: Cepal (2005).

Table 7
Public Debt (1995-2004)
% of GDP
1997 1998 1999 2000 2001
53.4 54.8 55.2 53.2 55.0
32.3 37.2 42.6 43.1 47.9
53.2 56.9 82.5 71.1 54.1
48.5 51.9 55.6 52.6 50.9
38.0 32.8 32.6 27.0 25.7
45.1 46.7 53.7 49.4 46.7

2002
55.1
46.3
46.8
49.3
33.8
46.3

2003
64.1
49.2
42.3
49.5
37.4
48.5

2004 Average
78.9
59.6
46.6
40.6
36.9
56.5
43.3
52.4
37.2
36.1
48.6
49.0

Another Andean structural condition which not only remained practically untouched but also
worsened in some cases was the public debt (cf. Tables 6 and 7). Colombia was the country
where it grew the most in the 1990s and early 2000s, actually doubling. In Peru the debt also
grew a lot in this period. It grew less in Ecuador and Bolivia, although with an important
upward trend. The debt practically stabilized in Venezuela, with some oscillations. In absolute
terms, the lowest regional debts are the Bolivian (5.4 billion dollars) and the Ecuadorian (16.8
billion dollars), while the biggest are the Colombian (38.7 billion dollars), Venezuelan (33.2
billion dollars) and Peruvian (29.7 billion dollars).
From 1995 to 2004, the regional average GDP/debt ratio decreased from 53.6% to 48.6%,
oscillating around 49% in this historical data-set. That means economic growth was low, but a
little above the growth of the debt, which now no longer hovers over half of the wealth
produced in most of these countries. The worst performer in this regard, by some distance, is
Bolivia, whose debt once reached 79% of national GDP and has averaged around 59.6%. In that
country, the GDP/debt ratio fell considerably between 1996 and 2002, and went up again
sharply in 2003.
In the remaining countries, this ratio is more stable and below 50%. In Colombia, there is an
upward trend. The same holds true for Venezuela, although only after 2002 (the crisis year),
after falling a lot between 1997 and 2001. In Peru and Ecuador the debt burden on GDP has
consistently decreased, especially after 1999. In 1995 both countries had more than 60% of the
debt included in the GDP. Ecuador broke the record in 1999 with 82%, but in 2004 it had the
lowest rate of all Andean countries (36.9%). Peru also diminished the debt-burden on its GDP
by about 20%, reducing it to 43.3% in 2004.

Table 8
Direct Investment (1990-2004)
(in millions of dollars)
1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004
27.2 52.0 93.1 123.8 130.2 392.7 474.1 730.6 949.3 1.010,5 736.4 705.7 676.6 166.8 137.0
Bolivia
Colombia 500.0 456.9 728.7959.11.446,5 968.3 3.111,75.562,22.828,81.507,92.298,82.508,82.023,21.746,22.352,0
Ecuador 126.0 160.0 178.0473.7 576.3 452.5 499.7 724.0 870.0 648.3 720.0 1.329,81.275,31.554,01.200,0
41.0 -7.0 -79.0 760.63.289,22.557,03.471,12.139,31.643,91.940,0 809.7 1.144,32.391,11.377,01.392,0
Peru
Venezuela451.01.916,0629.0372.0 813.0 985.0 2.183,06.202,04.985,02.890,04.701,03.683,0 690.0 2.659,01.144,0
Sources: World Bank (2004).
Cepal – Direct foreign investment in Latin América and the Caribbean – Informative document
(2005).
If public debt continues to be a major problem in the Andes, the lack of direct investment in the
region aggravates the situation even more (cf. Tables 8 and 9). Foreign productive investment in
these countries is, in fact, very low and oscillating. It grew for a few years during the mid1990s, but fell again soon after this to almost insignificant levels. The countries that capitalized

most on this brief investment cycle, in absolute terms, were Colombia and Venezuela. Ecuador,
despite its lack of major investments, has grown consistently. Peru went through a good period
from 1993 to 1996, and recovered again in 2000, but in a very unstable way. Foreign investment
rose in Bolivia until 2000/2001, after which it began to fall perceptibly.

Bolivia
Colombia
Ecuador
Peru
Venezuela
Region

1990
0.56
1.05
1.18
0.14
0.93
0.77

Table 9
Andean Countries: Ratio Direct Investments/GDP
(in %)
1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001
0.97 1.65 2.16 2.18 5.85 6.41 9.22 11.17 12.20 8.78 8.80
0.93 1.39 1.58 1.81 1.05 3.20 5.21 2.87 1.75 2.74 3.07
1.36 1.41 3.15 3.10 2.24 2.35 3.06 3.74 3.89 4.52 6.33
-0.02 -0.22 2.18 7.32 4.77 6.22 3.62 2.90 3.77 1.52 2.13
3.58 1.04 0.62 1.39 1.27 3.09 6.99 5.20 2.80 3.88 2.92
1.37 1.05 1.94 3.16 3.04 4.26 5.62 5.18 4.88 4.29 4.65
Source: United Nations (2005).

2002
8.67
2.48
5.25
4.23
0.72
4.27

2003
2.12
2.21
5.71
2.27
3.10
3.08

2004 Average
1.63 5.99
2.46 2.43
4.00 3.69
2.07 3.06
1.02 2.73
2.24 3.58

The volume of direct investment in the Andes in relation to GDP is minimal. It rarely surpasses
5%. The average in the region from 1990 to 2004 is 3.58%. Clearly, the relative weight of
investments grows until 1997, and then falls in a pronounced manner. Regional investment
starts from a level inferior to 1% in 1990, which allows it to be easily doubled or even tripled
while still remaining low. Contrary to what occurs with absolute numbers, Bolivia has the
greatest percentage growth in investment in relation to GDP. Thus, even though more
investment occurs in Venezuela and Colombia, the relative weight of investments is much
bigger between 1995 and 2002 in Bolivia. On the other hand, relative to its gross domestic
product Ecuador shows sustainable growth until 2001, after which it begins to fall.
Considering all the socio-economic aspects discussed thus far, the picture is really not very
encouraging. Economic growth was low, and the incipient rise in productive investment vis-àvis GDP – low even by South American standards – did not last. Cities grew but so did
unemployment. The social debt (poverty and inequality) continued, albeit with some progress,
as did the public debt.
Individually, Bolivia had the best indicators of growth and employment amongst Andean
countries in the 1990s, but its debt rose in this period. In any case, it remained a very poor and
unequal country, the poorest in the sub-region. Investment in proportion to the internal wealth
produced rose significantly in a few years, but fell away again in 2003 and 2004. The lack of
new foreign productive investment caused an extraordinary rise in debt. Colombia grew the
most in average terms during the period, including the 1980s, even if at insufficient levels, as
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the increase in unemployment shows. Colombian debt does not surpass 50% of GDP, but has
been growing. Furthermore, investment rates are very low and unsustainable.
Something similar occurs with investments in Venezuela. However, in this country, debt is
relatively low in relation to GDP and compared to its neighbors. Unemployment has increased,
accompanying major oscillations in economic growth. Subsequently, the best-case scenario is
that poverty and inequality persisted. In Peru economic growth is highly unstable, but has
improved in the 2000s. Unemployment has been slightly upward but, although the social
situation remains bleak, public debt relative to GDP has decreased perceptibly. On the other
hand, investments have fallen a lot after increasing in 1994 and 1997.
Finally, Ecuador grew at an average rate of 2.5%, slightly above the overall Andean average. In
that country unemployment has increased, as in the others, but slightly below average. It had the
advantage of progressively lowering its debt and at the same time having an upward trend in the
rate of investment vis-à-vis GDP. On this basis, looking overall at the recent picture, one can
say it is the country with the best socio-economic situation among the Andean neighbors.
SOCIO-ECONOMIC CONDITIONS: “LIBERAL” VARIABLES
A division between developmentalist and liberal variables in the analysis of socio-economic
conditions, which sometimes reflect rival schools of thought over macro-economic policy, can
produce serious distortions. Even zeal over inflation, usually associated with monetarist and
orthodox and generically more liberal currents, has implications for development. This indicator
would be, in principle, on the list of liberal and not developmentalist variables because its
control leads to a reduction in economic growth. Furthermore, the focus on controlling inflation
in the late 1980s and throughout the 1990s in South America coincided with the hegemony of
neoliberal ideas in the region, which ended up associating the latter with the battle against high
inflation.

It is true that, in certain contexts, the demand for low and declining inflation rates may have
negative effects on short term growth. On the other hand, in the long term it may mean more
balanced and continuous growth, at least in theory. And besides, low inflation and sustained
(even if moderate) growth should have positive effects on income distribution, which is a basic
indicator of development.
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Table 10
Andean Community: Consumer Price Index
(Annual Variation Rate %)
1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003
11.9 7.7 6.6 4.3 3.1 3.4 0.9 2.4 3.9
Bolivia
18.0 19.8 16.4 15.6 8.9 8.8 7.6
7
6.5
Colombia
20.7 23.0 27.1 36.8 49.1 91 22.4 9.4 6.1
Ecuador
- 10.84 6.11 5.76 2.46 3.5 -0.5 1.1 2.4
Peru
Venezuela 45.1 74.2 31.5 25.2 17.3 13.4 12.3 31.2 27.1
23.9 27.1 17.5 17.5 16.2 17.1 8.0 10.9 9.8
Region
Source: Andean Community.

2004 Average
4.6
3.04
5.5
7.08
2.0 26.18
3.7
2.04
19.2 20.64
7.6 10.68

Observing Andean countries in the turn of the twentieth to the twenty-first century, one sees a
strong, unmistakable and constant fall in the consumer price index (cf. Table 10). Only in
Ecuador after 1997 does inflation rise brusquely, as also in Venezuela in 2002 (its crisis year).
On the whole, it decreases considerably. Except for the Venezuelan rates, which continue
relatively high, all the countries reach 2004 with single-digit inflation. In the last year of the
data, the regional average is 7.6%, having oscillated around 10.6% in the ten years analyzed.

One of the lowest averages is Bolivia’s (3%), precisely the country with the best economic and
employment growth in the 1990s, despite maintaining its public and social debt. Peru had an
even lower average (2%), coinciding with the period from 2000 when its economic growth
began to improve. On the other hand, the higher average inflation of Ecuador and Venezuela did
not go with significantly higher rates of economic growth and productive investment than other
countries. On the contrary, the moment in which Ecuador was doing better in terms of growth,
employment and debt was when inflation fell strongly. The same cannot be said, however, of
Colombia where the continuous fall in inflation rates had little or no favourable effect on the
economic performance of the country.

Another variable usually associated with neoliberalism is foreign trade. Although this has been a
fundamental variable in the national-developmentalist model, be it through its phase of import
substitution or through its more internationalist phase, it is usually associated with the agenda of
pro-market reforms because of the shocks of trade liberalization that marked the 1990s. This in
fact occurred, with greater or lesser intensity, but nothing prevented trade from also being an
instrument of development as long as it obeyed criteria such as enlargement of the domestic
market, balanced increase in per capita income and industrialization of the economy.

Trade may only be considered a strictly liberal (and not developmentalist) variable when its
liberalization makes a national economy less diversified, competitive, just, and productive. One
of the frequent ways that trade does not promote development in South America is by
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preserving the primary-export nature which has historically characterized its economies. But,
even then, there is nothing inherent in foreign trade that says that protectionism is
developmentalist per se, or that its liberalization may not serve a developmentalist project.

Table 11
Commercial Exchanges -- Imports (1990-2004)
(In millions of dollars)
Bolivia Colombia Ecuador
Peru Venezuela
1990 702.698 5.588.741 1.861.745 2.633.972 7.268.571
1991 992.432 4.966.993 2.399.035 3.475.727 11.046.106
1992 1.115.016 6.685.947 2.416.816 3.789.955 13.154.435
1993 1.176.703 9.840.589 2.552.715 4.191.071 11.639.926
1994 1.196.303 11.203.236 3.649.656 5.628.566 8.398.881
1995 1.434.077 13.206.711 4.192.693 7.581.546 11.248.634
1996 1.643.051 14.054.580 3.931.495 7.772.515 9.306.243
1997 1.892.032 15.480.818 4.954.669 8.364.717 14.245.652
1998 2.382.278 14.678.218 5.503.017 8.097.528 15.048.190
1999 2.098.113 10.659.121 2.815.026 6.531.145 13.319.601
2000 1.976.611 11.538.510 3.568.700 7.400.771 15.278.107
2001 1.707.755 12.813.183 5.298.858 7.291.481 17.667.218
2002 1.770.076 12.668.089 6.431.065 7.491.508 10.647.728
2003 1.600.782 12.853.341 6.534.400 8.700.199 9.035.074
2004 1.595.000 15.340.000 7.650.000 9.600.000 14.980.000
Source: Cepal (2004).

Table 12
Commercial Exchanges – Exports (1990-2004)
(In millions of dollars)
Bolivia Colombia Ecuador
Peru
Venezuela
1990 922.944 6.765.037 2.714.383 3.312.752 17.692.066
1991 850.751 7.244.282 2.851.356 3.275.258 15.190.254
1992 705.393 7.071.662 3.057.297 3.359.592 14.184.239
1993 751.313 7.123.446 3.061.922 3.344.406 15.458.935
1994 1.040.568 8.407.696 3.725.055 4.361.377 16.717.452
1995 1.137.610 9.758.439 4.361.326 5.441.375 17.204.249
1996 1.077.876 10.562.049 4.900.058 5.835.014 23.065.465
1997 1.288.555 11.549.029 5.264.363 6.743.796 22.886.231
1998 1.324.735 10.789.896 4.141.027 5.639.560 17.000.527
1999 1.401.884 11.549.269 4.207.492 5.972.734 20.076.356
2000 1.456.674 13.049.047 4.821.888 6.793.667 31.301.964
2001 1.351.339 12.287.029 4.423.708 7.040.533 25.867.749
2002 1.371.651 11.889.909 4.836.639 7.564.887 22.440.868
2003 1.633.002 12.946.965 5.873.063 8.548.841 25.951.785
2004 1.986.000 15.500.000 7.560.000 12.300.000 34.840.000
Source: Cepal (2004).

In any case, between 1990 and 2004 Andean imports showed an upward trend (cf. Table 11).
The curves are irregular but upward, with the possible exception of Bolivia after 1999. The
same can be said of exports, notably from Venezuela, the biggest exporter of the five countries
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examined (cf. Table 12). Yet an analysis of the balance of trade shows mainly deficits,
especially between 1992 and 1999, except in Venezuela, where exports are far greater and
faster-growing than imports. Ecuador has obtained small trade surpluses, although its figures
worsen from 2000 onwards (cf. Table 13).

1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004

Table 13
Balance of Trade (1990-2004)
Bolivia Colombia Ecuador
Peru
220.246 1.176.296 852.638 678.780
-141.681 2.277.289 452.321 -200.469
-409.623 385.715 640.481 -430.363
-425.390 -2.717.143 509.207 -846.665
-155.735 -2.795.540 75.399 -1.267.189
-296.467 -3.448.272 168.633 -2.140.171
-565.175 -3.492.531 968.563 -1.937.501
-603.477 -3.931.789 309.694 -1.620.921
-1.057.543 -3.888.322 -1.361.990 -2.457.968
-696.229 890.148 1.392.466 -558.411
-519.937 1.510.537 1.253.188 -607.104
-356.416 -526.154 -875.150 -250.948
-398.425 -778.180 -1.594.426 73.379
32.220
93.624 -661.337 -151.358
391.000
160.000 -90.000 2.700.000
Source: Cepal (2004).

Venezuela
10.423.495
4.144.148
1.029.804
3.819.009
8.318.571
5.955.615
13.759.222
8.640.579
1.952.337
6.756.755
16.023.857
8.200.531
11.793.140
16.916.711
19.860.000

An analysis of the Andean balance of trade since the last decade of the 20th century suggests the
existence of an unfavorable process of international integration. The liberalization policies have
continuously enlarged trade, but without promoting surpluses in most countries and in most
years of the data-set. The only exceptional performance is that of Venezuela, whose main export
is oil. In the other cases, one sees that foreign trade is a less relevant variable for development
since it does not constitute an effective instrument of economic expansion. Its liberalization
exerts little impact on the structure of Andean economies, which continue to be primaryexporting and highly dependent on the importing of industrialized products.

The level of economic freedom as measured by a foreign foundation (The Heritage
Foundation), shows that the region as a whole has remained in the “partially unfree” category,
with an average of around 3.1 (cf. Table 14). This means that, despite the liberalizing efforts and
pro-reform agenda, which has included trade, the Andean markets are still very closed. The
above average countries (i.e. even less open) are only Venezuela and another petroleum
exporter, Ecuador. The freer economies are firstly Bolivia, followed by Peru (both “partially
free”) and then Colombia which has barely changed. However, none of the Andean cases has a
clear tendency with regard to economic freedom, with the exception of Venezuela which in
2004 was already considered a very “repressive” or unfree economy, even though it is the
country that has most enlarged its international trade relations.
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Table 14
Level of Economic Freedom (1990-2004)
1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 Average
3.2 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.3 2.7 2.6 2.6 2.7
2.6
Bolivia
3.1
Colombia 3.1 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.0 3.1 3.0 2.9 3.1 3.1 3.2
3.4 3.3 3.2 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.5 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.5
3.4
Ecuador
3.6 3.1 3.0 3.0 2.7 2.6 2.6 2.9 2.9 2.8 2.8
2.9
Peru
3.7
Venezuela 3.3 3.6 3.6 3.4 3.5 3.4 3.8 3.9 3.7 4.2 4.1
3.3 3.2 3.1 3.1 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.2 3.2 3.3 3.3
3.1
Region
Source: Heritage Foundation (2005). Scale: Free = 1.99 or less; Partially free = 2.002.99; Partially unfree = 3.00-3.99; Repressive = 4.00 or more.
All of this data analyzed together, independently of its classifications, points to the fact that the
neoliberal policies of the 1990s were not responsible for all the social evils of the Andes. After
all, poverty and inequality are older problems with structural roots in society, having been
through diverse alterations from one country to another, and not all of them necessarily
negative. However, it is also true that the liberalizing reform agenda did not have anything like
the positive effects initially promised. The reform agenda founded on the Washington consensus
and defended by international economic organs further reduced the leverage of the state,
reproducing its fiscal problems and functioning as a sort of medication which keeps the patient
inert.

In addition, the costs demanded by pro-market reforms (reflected, for example, in public debt
and increase in unemployment), far surpass their benefits, partly because of overriding
restrictions of an international and systemic nature, and partly because liberalization did not
follow a development logic. Hence the fact that these variables, liberal and developmentalist,
are dissociated in practice although they would not need to be in theory. In any case, the desire
to control inflation which favoured the adoption of this agenda was transformed into an island
of illusions that concealed the persistence of serious structural and asymmetrical deformities,
including huge income concentration and a primary-exporting economy which in most cases
runs on a deficit.

Table 15
Andean Countries – Per capita Income
(in US$)
1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004
730 783 808 802 818 898 967 1,014 1,065 1,017 1,009 945 901 890 935
Bolivia
Colombia 1,365 1,371 1,438 1,633 2,114 2,400 2,474 2,668 2,421 2,084 1,989 1,908 1,876 1,789 2,130
1,040 1,119 1,178 1,373 1,660 1,772 1,835 2,007 1,945 1,375 1,295 1,684 1,919 2,116 2,302
Ecuador
1,346 1,557 1,597 1,514 1,918 2,250 2,301 2,391 2,255 2,013 2,047 2,037 2,111 2,231 2,439
Peru
Venezuela 2,463 2,645 2,921 2,839 2,702 3,504 3,128 3,853 4,081 4,313 4,966 5,072 3,764 3,324 4,260
Source: United Nations, 2005.
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In short the Andean countries preserved their underdeveloped nature, even in aggregate terms,
as can be seen from a final analysis of per capita income between 1990 and 2004 (cf. Table 15).
Only Venezuela shows a tendency to vigorous progress in this period, and even that is unstable
and dependent on the price of a barrel of oil. The other countries did not experiment any
significant and orderly advance; after at least 15 or 20 years of economic adjustments and only
slight improvement, they remain in the category of poor countries with a per capita income
under US$ 2,500. To this problematic panorama and slow progress, we must add a weak and
fragmented state that suffers great pressure for democratization, as we shall now see.

CONFLICTS AND POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS

While the region showed little progress towards development in socio-economic dimensions,
the Andean democracies have been through important political changes. These changes will be
object of a more careful analysis in this section, based mainly on the data-base of events
organized by the South American Political Observatory -- OPSA, which contains diverse,
detailed and indexed information about political episodes in each country of the region since
20011.

First of all, it is important to point out the existence of distinct variations and patterns in
political change in the Andean countries at the end of the 20th century. Colombia and especially
Venezuela were for a long time seen as models of stable democracy in South America. Even if
these countries were not as democratic as imagined, at least they were different from the
military regimes scattered around the region at that time. In any case, in the 1990s they lost this
status for different reasons: the Colombians because they suffered an intensification of their
civil war when it was least expected; and the Venezuelans because they saw the breakdown of
their party system and the rise of Hugo Chávez, a charismatic leader who immediately collides
with the more traditional political forces in the country.

For decades, one of the worst civil wars ever in the region has dragged on in Colombia. This
extremely violent war has already killed thousands of civilians, guerrillas, and military. In 2002,
with the election of the conservative Álvaro Uribe, a new attempt at pacification began. Despite
some progress such as the partial demobilization of the AUC (United Self-Defence Forces of
Colombia), negotiations with the ELN (National Liberation Army), and even with the FARCs
(Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia), the problem of Colombian security still impedes
the strengthening of democratic institutions. Colombia exemplifies a type of noninstitutionalized conflict, in which not all social and political actors agree to follow the rules of
the game. So the main question in that country continues to be the lack of full acceptance of the
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political regime and, consequently, of the liberal democratic state. Adding to this the heritage of
militarization and the centrality of security issues, we have a very special case (cf. Boudon,
2000; Gutiérrez Sanín, 2003; Livingstone, 2004; Safford and Palacios, 2002; Tanaka, 2001).

An important part of Colombian territory is not controlled by the state but by the guerrillas, who
are still reluctant to accept the formal institutions of the country. With the end of the Soviet
Union and the Cold War, these left-wing revolutionary forces lost their main source of funding.
Since then, they have been accused of using drug trafficking in order to survive, perpetuating
what seemed to be a lost cause with no international backing. Meanwhile, democracy in the
country remains unstable and a hostage to the past, but also to unending social and economic
difficulties which pour more fuel onto the flames of the civil war itself.

The more institutionalized political relations that occur within the state contribute little to the
stabilization of the regime. They are not only disconnected from the violent reality of the
country, but also get bogged down in run-of-the-mill disputes that further fragment the political
system. A demonstration of this is the creation of the Uribista party at the end of 2005. Because
of the president and the circumstances of power, the country’s right-wing subdivides once
again, creating a new grouping that is not only personalist but also weakens the political parties
even more. It is important to highlight that in the 2002 elections, for the first time in decades, a
candidate from outside the big Colombian parties (Liberal Party -- PL and Social Conservative
Party – PSC) reached the presidency of the country. In these same elections, the so-called
independent parties got an extraordinary number of seats in the national legislature, both in the
lower chamber as well as the senate, ending the one-party majority previously enjoyed by the
PL.

Like Colombia, Venezuela did not experience authoritarian governments during the 1960s and
1970s as did the rest of the region. For 40 years it lived under the pact of Punto Fijo, a 1958
agreement establishing alternation between the Democratic Party -- AD and the ChristianDemocrats of the Committee of Independent Political-Electoral Organization -- COPEI. In the
1990s this pact enters a crisis, exemplified amongst other things by the attempted coup of 1992.
After that, rumors of new coups, social revolt, states of exception and interruption of
presidential mandates become routine. Out of the crisis of the two-party system Hugo Chávez
emerges and wins the elections of 1998, accelerating the downfall of the traditional political
forces in the country (cf. Burt and Maureci, 2004; Solimano, 2003; Tanaka, 2001; Anastasia et
alii, 2004).
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In 1999, the political changes that had been hinted at throughout the decade enter a new phase
with the rise of the Chavista hegemony over the rubble of the old corrupt and discredited
regime. Initially, there is a ferocious political battle between the Chávez group and the old
oligarchies, allied to trade unions who were still trying to resist the changes, even to the point of
a coup d’état in 2002 which not only failed but revealed the undemocratic nature of the
opposition. Gradually, Chávez began to consolidate and concentrate power. The decisive
confrontation was the referendum of 2004, when the population, by not agreeing to new
elections, once again ratified their support for Chávez, definitively undermining the opposition
forces.

The opposition still tried to de-legitimize the legislative elections of December 2005 by
abstaining from the contest, but ended up achieving only its own self-exclusion from the
political process which was known to be favourable to the government. In this episode, the
country’s dividedness, which for a few years had flirted with the possibility of internal war and
brought about moments of institutional rupture, seemed to lose intensity and began to be viewed
in different terms. At the same time that the opposition is defeated, society shows its weariness
with the conflict. Not insignificantly, the group of the “ni-ni” (neither Chavistas nor antiChavistas), which had originated during the 2004 referendum, grows and occupies the centre of
the political spectrum, in a sort of synthesis of the turn-of-the-century conflict. However, as this
movement initially does not have its own party, it leads in practice to the consolidation of the
Chávez hegemony.

Hugo Chávez concentrated powers by breaking the old correlation of forces, winning local and
national elections, enlarging his parliamentary base, reforming the Constitution, controlling the
courts, the office of Public Prosecutions, the National Electoral Counsel -- CNE, the police and
the Armed Forces, creating new militias and the so-called missions who were responsible for
much of the implementation of government social policies. Despite accusations of
authoritarianism, he did all this legally and with the support of the population who elected him
in 1999, reelected him in 2000, supported him in the 2004 referendum and gave his allies
victory in the national legislative elections of 2005 which international observers classified as
free and fair, contrary to what the opposition stated.

Although Chávez made all these changes in a formally democratic manner, and although the
opposition is oligarchical, cultivates a ‘coup d’état’ culture and has the support of the private
media and the blessing of the United States, the new concentration of powers introduced an
unmistakable imbalance in the institutional checks and balances of the country, together with
the possibility of violations of freedom through censorship and political persecution. The
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popular and hegemonic character of the Chávez government interrupted a political model
centered on the economic and union elites, ending the plutocracy that had existed for 40 years in
Venezuela but also bringing new problems.

At the same time that the government promoted the mobilization and political inclusion of much
of the unorganized population, a highly radicalized environment led it to assume a posture of
intolerance towards its opponents and towards any counter-hegemonic mechanisms.
Furthermore, the emphasis on a model of participatory democracy weakened the representative
and mediating institutions that had organized political life in the country, thus verticalizing a
process of fragmentation that already existed horizontally in the society.

Although there are many differences in the political changes in Colombia and Venezuela, they
have something in common: the crisis of traditional parties followed by an institutionalism
centered even more in the figure of the president, whether from the right or the left. There is
also the similarity that, in both cases, these institutional changes, especially in the party system,
were added to a conflicting national split, although with marked differences in nature, degree,
and history. The Colombian conflict is older (a survivor of the Cold War), violent (armed
conflict, civil war), and was relatively weak during the Uribe government, while the Venezuelan
conflict is newer (post-Cold War) and less virulent, although it has intensified greatly during the
Chávez government.

In the southern Andes we see another important political change at the turn of the century. After
the transition to democracy, Ecuador, Peru, and Bolivia faced the strengthening of popular
movements in the 1990s, especially movements of the traditional populations. These countries
form the so-called indigenous arc, composed mainly of Quechuas and Aymaras. Most of the
social revolts that erupt during this period involve such groups, reinitiating a wave of demands
which had been suffocated by the authoritarian governments; the 1990s saw the consolidation of
the indigenous cultural renaissance and the reinvigoration of the struggle for land.
Ecuador and Bolivia have very large and active indigenous movements. In Peru, its demands are
more in line with those of the unions and ordinary peasants. These movements demand better
living conditions and political participation, as well as the valuing of their ethnic identity. Their
demands are thus both material as well as symbolic and political. They further propel the
process of fragmentation and conflict in society and between society and the state, including
conflicts of a regional nature (cf. Burt and Maureci, 2004; Crabtree and Whitehead, 2001;
Dávalos, 2005; Martí I Puig and Sanahuja, 2004; Solimano, 2003).
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Ecuadorian and Bolivian social conflicts have some similarities, so they may to a certain extent
be analyzed together. They feed a chronic situation of political instability that generally
manifests itself in revolts and pressures followed by states of exception and, at times,
interruptions of presidential mandates and even coups d’état like the removal of Ecuadorian
president Jamil Mahuad in 2000. Both in Ecuador and Bolivia indigenous movements have
aroused unrest in local elites, deepening a social cleavage based on ethnicity and going beyond
the familiar class conflicts in the region. Some of their most radical leaders went to the extreme
of proposing the formation of an indigenous “state” which would unite the traditional peoples
marginalized by the official institutions. They do not find backing for that, but they do at least
demonstrate a profound discomfort and dissatisfaction with the current state and seek to go
beyond it.

These movements were capable of electing presidents. In Ecuador, Lúcio Gutiérrez was elected
in 2003 by the Patriotic Society (SP) with a very leftist and nationalist agenda of change which
was, curiously enough, sensitive to the indigenous organizations. Although not of indigenous
descent, Gutiérrez attracted these movements with a strong discourse against neoliberalism and
corruption. He modeled himself on Venezuela’s Hugo Chávez and inflamed the people against
the oligarchies and American imperialism.
Once in power, however, Gutiérrez betrayed his campaign promises in a typical case of policy
switch, with the maintenance of a liberalizing agenda that he was supposedly going to combat.
That led to a steep loss of popularity which became unsustainable from late 2004 when he tried
to modify the composition of the Supreme Court of Justice (CSJ). Protests intensified at the
beginning of 2005, even disregarding the “state of exception”, a commonly used and usually
little effective measure in the 1990s (in Ecuador, this mechanism which temporarily suspends
civil rights is called a “state of emergency”). Gutiérrez is unable to withstand the pressure and,
after a very polemical process of removal, is transformed into another exiled president, just like
his predecessors Abdulá Bucaram and Gustavo Noboa. Alfredo Palácio takes over from him,
but soon finds himself pressured between two antagonistic forces: on one side the social
movements, and on the other the economic elites, each one with foreign backing from,
respectively, Hugo Chávez’s Venezuelan government and George W. Bush’s American
government.

In this battle, once again, maintaining the political economy inherited from the market-driven
reforms wins out. It is a victory, for example, for continuing negotiations over a Free Trade
Treaty with the United States, which makes Palácio lose his newly-conquered social base. In the
middle of all that, the new president proposes a Constituent Assembly with broad powers, a
proposal which soon faces great opposition in the Legislature and the Electoral High Court and
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throws the country into a new crisis. This revives a spiral of conflicts that maintains the routine
of instability in Ecuadorian democracy without any perspective of solution, despite institutional
attempts by Palácio such as the creation of the Conciliating System with Civil Society and the
National Counsel of Modernization (Conam), which were intended to improve relations
between state and society.

Ecuador has not had a stable body of constitutional rules. In 1997, there was a Constituent
Assembly to elaborate a new Constitution that would regulate political practices in the country.
A routine of institutional reforms like this showed the lack of internal cohesion in relation to
normative benchmarks, which became a central element in the crisis of parties and ExecutiveLegislative relations. From 1994 onwards, after a popular consultation (a very common
mechanism), Ecuador also experienced the participation of the independientes or social
movements (groupings which did not require party affiliation). The difficulty in building
parliamentary and social majorities meant Ecuadorian presidents have had relatively short
periods of cooperation with Congress, between one and two years, after which the system would
go irremediably into crisis.

Bolivia has a similar phenomenon of deterioration of the party system accompanied by an
escalation of conflicts regarding ethnicity, economic sectors, and regions of the country (east
versus west). It is probably the clearest case of the strength of social movements, especially the
indigenous ones, in deepening democracy. It is also the most prominent case of demands for
political inclusion, bearing in mind the enormous distortions and asymmetries in representation
in state institutions, whether legislative, executive, judicial, or even military, that still exist in a
society where two-thirds of the population are indigenous.

After the transition, the government of Victor Paz Estenssoro, of the Nationalist Revolutionary
Movement -- MNR, forged a pact for democracy with the Nationalist Democratic Action -ADN and started a program of structural reforms. On 29th August, 1985, the first neoliberal act
in a democratic South American government was instituted, decree n. 21.060 which follows the
recommendations of the International Monetary Fund (cf. Hofmeister, 2004). In 1989, another
agreement was made, now between the ADN and the Revolutionary Left Movement -- MIR,
which elected Jaime Paz Zamora (MIR) even though he was not the candidate with the most
votes. It should be noted that, in Bolivia, if none of the candidates reaches a majority of votes
(50% + 1) in a direct election, the Congress chooses the president in the run-off, a practice that
has become customary and has been one of main reasons for the deficit of legitimacy of the
governments.
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This democracy by pacts was in crisis in Bolivia by the end of the 1990s, after the end of
Gonzalo Sanchez de Lozada’s first term (1994-1998). The resentment (from the time of the
dictatorship) against the new president and former general Hugo Banzer (1998-2002), together
with the economic crisis and the peak of the campaign of coca eradication (a traditional crop in
Bolivia), was an impulse for huge social mobilizations from which emerged the vigorous
Movement to Socialism – MAS, of the cocalero Evo Morales. There then followed a sequence
of more severe protests: the water war of 2000 (when the social movements of Cochabamba
manage to block the privatization of the distribution service); the gas war of 2003 leading to the
fall of president Sanchez de Lozada (in his second term); and the final conflict in 2005, in which
the resignation of Carlos Mesa led to a provisional government with Eduardo Rodrigues (judge
and then president of the Supreme Court) in command.

The result of this escalation of conflicts was the victory of Evo Morales in the unexpectedly
early elections of 2005, obtaining the majority of votes (51%) and a large advantage over the
second-placed candidate, Jorge Quiroga (Democratic and Social Power – Podemos). The union
leader and first Bolivian president of indigenous origin won a majority in the lower house,
inaugurating a new political reality in Bolivia. From the debris of the old parties a two-party
system was born, divided between MAS and Podemos, but preserving the challenge to the
government of accommodating an enormous list of social demands that includes agrarian
reform, new regulations regarding the cultivation of coca, the nationalization of natural
resources and the calling of a Constituent Assembly.

Although Peru also has a large indigenous population, ethnicity did not have the same weight in
its fragmentation and conflicts as in Ecuador and especially Bolivia. This may be due to the lack
of movement organizing at the national level, or because the movement blends into the more
class-based, sectorial or even regional Peruvian peasant struggle. In any case, Peru’s recent
history is specific and different from all the other Andean countries, owing to the existence of
an authoritarian government after Alberto Fujimori’s self-coup of 1992, in a context where
democracy was already hegemonic in the region (Coutinho, 2005; Anastasia et alii, 2004;
Tanaka, 2001).

The Peruvian institutional rupture differs from the region not because of the coup itself, but
because it started a hardening of the regime that extended for the whole decade. Fujimorization
in Peru witnessed the end of the civil war (one of the bloodiest in Latin America), a process of
generalized institutional deterioration and the dominion of neoliberal doctrine. With the fall of
Fujimori in 2000, Alejandro Toledo of Possible Peru (PP) is elected, inheriting a completely
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corrupt State and enormous popular dissatisfaction which was immediately freed from the
controls imposed by the old regime.
Once in power, Toledo made an alliance with the Independent Moralizing Front (FIM), a more
right-wing coalition, which already sent a negative signal to the social movements which had
helped to get him elected. That alliance was made in order to guarantee a small majority,
besides receiving occasional support from other smaller parties. Toledo faced his first big crisis
in 2002, when he was forced to decree a state of exception in certain areas of the country with
considerable unrest on the streets. In 2003, another crisis erupted, once again brought about by
social revolts throughout much of the country. A new state of exception was decreed and, once
again, the military took to the streets to restore order.

The crises continue, almost all of them causing ministerial reshuffling and threats to the
permanence of the president. Toledo loses almost all social support. His popularity falls to very
low levels, reaching 6% at the end of 2004. At the beginning of 2005 another uprising occurs,
this time in the form of a military mutiny, which the authorities are soon able to keep in check
by means of a new state of emergency instituted by Toledo. The president survives this wave of
protests and conspiracies thanks to the fear throughout the country of more institutional
regression; the memory of Fujimori is still very much alive. Another factor that keeps Toledo in
power was the lack of an opposition capable of taking over the country. Thus Peru lived through
a sort of unstable equilibrium while awaiting the 2006 elections. Meanwhile, the national party
configuration fell into place with the emergence of new leaders and coalitions, especially
Lourdes Flores of National Unity (UN) and Ollanta Humala who emerged from a more radical
nationalist group (etnocacerismo). They begin to jostle for space with the old parties: the
American Popular Revolutionary Alliance (Apra) and Popular Action (AP), led respectively by
former presidents Alan García and Valentín Paniagua.

A comparative observation of all the Andean countries leads to the conclusion that at the turn of
the century a profound process of political change was occurring, which greatly affected the
behaviour of political and social actors and generated institutional crises throughout the period.
In spite of their very important differences, the fragmentation and conflict apparent in each of
these countries are evidence of the same movement of democratization which runs counter to
the capacity of the state (further weakened by pro-market reforms) to satisfy the more popular
demands or even coordinate the emergent political relations.

This change in behavior reveals new values and elements present in the political culture and
which become consolidated above all in the 2000s. Amongst these, one should note the ethnic,
nationalist, and anti-neoliberal sentiments, as well as the criticism of traditional political
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institutions. All these sentiments flow into a melting pot that can be summed up by the sign of
inclusion, both with regard to groupings within the state and with regard to the social dimension
of welfare. This new constellation of ideas and meanings, which in some degree recovers old
symbols, begins to orient political behaviour in search of a settlement which is hampered by the
ineptitude of the state and by an economic order (not limited to the Andes) in which the market
has preeminence.

The crisis of political parties in this period is symptomatic of the discontent with traditional
political institutions. South American citizens share democratic values and principles, but also
have a strong distrust of politicians, of representative institutions and of the usual public
policies, which has led to a low preference for democracy in the region, and particularly in
Andean America where there is a smaller proportion of “democrats” according to the United
Nations report on the topic (cf. PNUD, 2004). The weakening or even collapse of hegemonic
and older parties at the turn of the century is, at the same time, a result of this new Andean
political culture and an ingredient of instability, since the absence of mechanisms of institutional
mediation between state and society denies social pressures a channel of dialogue or the forms
of conflict-settlement which existed previously. In addition, governments do not have actors and
institutions with credibility in the eyes of the social movements.

The exceptions, with a relative reservoir of social credibility, are limited precisely to the new
governments and parties of a more popular nature, like those of Chávez and Morales, who to a
large extent reach power because of the new political culture emerging in parts of the region2. In
these cases of gobiernos de las calles, one sees an attempt at reassuming the responsibilities of
the state and a closer relationship with the mobilized sectors of society which were formerly
marginalized. On the other hand, confrontations with the old oligarchies and with the market are
also growing in these countries, and this ends up deepening national divisions and reproducing
an environment of instability. In Colombia, it is important to note, the credibility and acceptance
which the Uribe government has won do not extend to the whole national territory, since a large
part of it is still controlled by subversive forces that are reluctant to legitimize the liberal
democratic state. In any case, Uribismo is proof enough of the party-political bankruptcy and
social fragmentation of the country, notwithstanding all its peculiarities.

CONCLUSION
With the liberalizing reforms of the last decade of the 20th century and with all the global
transformations already in course, the Andean states ended up losing power and autonomy. The
state fiscal crisis was not solved in these countries and the public debt aggravated the problem.
At the same time, the mechanisms of economic control and intervention were reduced without
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obtaining substantial results from the market. So when society expanded its expectations and
demands vis-à-vis the process of political democratization and thus began to participate more
freely and actively in public life, it found itself facing an “empty” state.

Even with political inclusion (incorporation of representatives in the institutions and
deliberations of the state), the degree of freedom or room for manoeuvre for promoting
appreciable change in the social structure (in the status quo) are very small. Therefore, the
impression is that they arrived late to the party, to taking part in a state that once had a relevant
role in development but which no longer has the same power, precisely at a time when world
capitalism is shrinking after decades of strong growth.
This apparent contradiction of the liberal-democratic state, a state supposedly of popular
sovereignty, leads to a tragic period for the Andean countries which are submerged in
successive institutional crises. This paradox is really at the root of the dissatisfaction of most of
society, not with the democratic institutions themselves, but with the fact that power has been
transferred away from them, away from the parties, Parliament, and even government, that is,
from the supremely political fora, to institutions which are intangible, supranational or simply
out of reach of nations on the margins of the new international order, so that these nations have
difficulty even keeping the sort of peripheral insertion that they once had. In a situation like this,
in which national political space is less effective for decision-making despite being the
repository of expectations for those who enter it, we see the development of an environment of
perplexity, apathy, and revolt.

Comparing the Andean countries, one can identify the existence of different processes of
fragmentation and conflict moved by a common desire for political and social inclusion. The
contemporary Andean states give an outlet for this demand, underlining many forms of political
behavior but running into its own limitations. These are the problems of a state that has become
political by becoming more democratic, but has lost its centrality by becoming more liberal. The
perception of differences and the mobilization of interests have cultivated distinct forms of
political behavior, but all of them are as disaggregating as they are inclusive in spirit. As the
state cannot automatically respond to social demands and neither can the market, a new conflict
begins in search of a new settlement which is slow in coming.

The discovery that the state is no longer an instrument of social transformation frustrates large
parts of the population who finally have access to it. After all, contrary to what modernization
theories expected (cf. Lipset, 1963), these are democratic experiences without development,
polyarchies without better concrete results. In a way, this discussion resuscitates an
interpretative school that believes participation is a risk for democracy because of the
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overloading and permanent questioning of decisions (cf. Huntington and Nelson, 1976).
However, the problem is not merely one of growing demands but is also, and mainly, on the
supply side, that is, in the weakening of the power of public institutions to respond.

In an earlier study, it was found that political inclusion was fundamental for the stabilization of
some democracies in the Southern Cone (cf. Coutinho, 2005). It was responsible for generating
a more cooperative environment, something that was missing in Andean countries which were
still very low in inclusiveness. Venezuela, Peru, and Ecuador did not form broad coalition
governments, generally maintained restricted or ad hoc majorities, and established a highly
conflictive and exclusive relationship with the oppositions which also followed social divisions.
Colombia and Bolivia maintained large formal legislative majorities, which were however
falsely inclusive because they did not correspond to the diversity and to the most important
conflicts in society. These were the two cases studied in which a pattern of more cleavaged
conflict required a previous incorporation of social segments in the state.

Regardless of these differences over political inclusion, all Andean countries have high tension
between economic limitations and democracy, between (as it were) the market and the streets.
Market forces became more complex and underperformed, as we saw in the first two parts of
this article. But the social forces, moved by a desire for not only political but also social
inclusion, intensified their actions, maintaining a high level of mobilization and generating
many conflicts, of greater or lesser violence according to the country and the moment, as
became clearer in the third part. This parallel connection of two processes of apparently
refractory change results in chronic instability. And by means of a lack of consensus or minimal
bases of lasting negotiation, the predominance of political behavior oriented towards
confrontation reinforces the search for alternatives to the paradox of the liberal democratic
State.

An issue that deserves to be highlighted is that the institutional crises in Andean democracies
were not always associated with strictly economic crises. In fact, on several occasions a major
crisis erupted during a period of relative growth in the economy. One of the most recent
examples is Peru during the second half of the Toledo government, marked by political crises
and economic recovery. Thus, the tension between democracy and economic limitations is more
complex than it might seem at first. The oscillating and periodic moments of capital expansion
do not mean that the new wealth is well distributed in society or even sufficient to placate the
discomfort of an enormous social debt accumulated throughout history. A more vigorous,
sustained and de-concentrated growth would be necessary to meet the population’s expectations.
In addition, the atrophy of the role of the state together with the endogenous institutional
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problems (for example, the failure of party systems) suggests an emptiness or difficulty in
articulating the interests of the market and of society that could not easily be overcome just by
spurts of growth as long as a more efficient inclusive political coordination left the institutional
dimension of the problem unresolved.

Finally, it is important to remember that contemporary crises do not find the same support for
openly authoritarian solutions along the lines of the 1960s and 1970s. In the post-Cold War, the
interruption of democratizing processes or solutions convenient for the elites are much more
difficult, as became evident in the episode in which Chávez was restored to power after the coup
of 2002. The dilemma is now different: how to adapt a weakened state to the demands of
democracy without resorting to repression or ignoring the global protagonism of the market.

Acknowledging all due distinctions, part of the paradox we have stressed in this article – in
which the economic behavior expected by the market collides with the political behavior of the
streets – goes back to ideas in Karl Polanyi’s The Great Transformation (1980). Now, as in the
past, simultaneously with the liberal wave there is a countermovement of revitalization of
society that starts to demand that the new market adjust to a system of social protection and
collective rights. Once again, therefore, there is a collision of principles which divides society
and opens up a corridor of conflicts. The institutional tension resulting from this shock makes
the great transformation into a catastrophe. “The fascist crisis of the 20th century originated
exactly from this dangerous impasse” (idem:140). But the solution for the contradictions of a
liberal democratic state did not imply then, and does not necessarily imply now, a fatalist
outcome; it can also imply a compromise, a pact of co-existence, even if not along the lines of
the social welfare model. In any case, the challenge continues with the deepening of democracy.

(Received for publication in June 2006)
(Final version in November 2006)

NOTES
1. OPSA is a research nucleus in Iuperj which, besides training, analysis and information, has
developed a data-base of events (http://observatorio.iuperj.br).
2. In another article I discuss at greater length the new regional leaders, populism, neoliberalism and democratic instability in contemporary South America (cf. Coutinho,
forthcoming).
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